
Eight Kankake Views from the Back of
the Mountain 
❶鹿岩　Shika-iwa (Deer Rock)
This rock looks like a deer head or like a lion's head.

❷松茸岩　Matsutake-iwa (Matsutake Rock)
This rock is formed like a matsutake mushroom.

❸石門　Sekimon (Stone Gate)
This is a stone gate that formed naturally from agglomerate 
rock.

❹大師洞　Taishido (Kobo Daishi Trained Cave)
This is the location of the 18th temple of the Shodoshima 88 
Temple Circuit.

❺幟岳 Noboridake (Flag Mountain)
This mountain looks like a f lag, but it is also called 
Tenchu-dake (Pillar of Heaven Mountain).

❻大亀岩　Taikigan (Giant Turtle Rock)
This rock has the appearance of a giant turtle climbing up the 
mountain.

❼二見岩　Futami-iwa (Futami Rocks)
The name traces back to the Futami Rocks found in Ise.

❽法螺貝岩　Horagai-iwa (Triton Shell Rock)
There is a cave in the lower section of this rock, which 
resembles the triton shells which yamabushi (mountain 
priests) use as trumpets.

A Shiki Masaoka Haiku Monument
"Above my head,circling around the rocks - autumn clouds"
This haiku poem was written by Shiki Masaoka when he 
came to Kankakei Gorge on Shodoshima in 1891.The original 
paperboard on which he wrote the haiku was enlarged and 
used in the engraving of the monument so that you can read 
the poem in the original handwriting.

B Matsuo Basho Haiku Monument
"First winter's rain-even the monkey seems to want a little 
straw raincoat" 
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Twelve Kankake Views from the Front of
the Mountain
❶通天窓　Tsutenso (Window to Heaven)
The hollow in this massive rock is like a window to heaven.

❷紅雲亭　Kountei (Red Cloud Pavilion)
This is an arbor with a clear stream running through it that 
evokes images of the festivity called Somen Nagashi, where 
somen noodles are rinsed in running water.

❸錦屏風　Kinbyobu (Brocaded Folding Screen)
When the surrounding leaves turn red in the autumn, this wall 
looks like a brocaded folding screen.

❹老杉洞　Rosando (Old Cedar Cave)
Here you can find the wonderful beauty of old cedar trees 
surrounding a cave, the inside of which is called the 
"Hyakujo-shiki"(Hundred Tatami Mats).

❺蟾蜍巖　Senjogan (Toad Rock)
This rock has the appearance of a toad prostrating himself on 
the ground.

❻玉筍峰　Gyokujunpo (Bamboo Shoot Peak)
This rock evokes the image of bamboo shoots pointing up 
toward the heavens.

❼画帖石　Gachoseki (Sketchbook Stone)
This rock resembles a sketchbook in which you might keep 
the memories of the places you have traveled.

❽層雲壇　So-undan (Layered Cloud Altar)
These rock strata, one on top of another, resemble an altar 
made of clouds.

❾荷葉岳　Kayogaku (Lotus Leaf Mountain)
This mountain resembles the veined back side of a lotus leaf.

　烏帽子岩　Eboshi-iwa (Eboshi Rock)
This rock resembles an eboshi, the black, lacquered hats worn 
by Shinto priests.

　女蘿壁　Joraheki (Jora Wall)
Long ago, a kind of lichen called jora used to be found here, 
blowing in the wind like a long, wispy beard.

　四望頂　Shibocho (Four Views Summit)
Here you can enjoy a beautiful view of the sea, mountains, 
and sky as they expand before you in every direction.

       About 1.3 million years ago volcanic activity and erosion caused by wind and rain formed this uniquely shaped   
gorge. Kankakei is considered one of the three most beautiful gorges in Japan.  Every season has its own fascinating  
appeal:wild cherries in spring, green mountains in summer, red maple trees in autumn, and snow in winter.  Formerly   
this valley was called “Jagatani” (Snake Valley) since there used to be many snakes.
       On the viewing platforms of Kankakei Gorge you can enjoy one of the greatest views of Shodoshima and try your 
luck with “kawaranage” (a custom where you throw small clay disks from the mountain and through a ring below).   
This is also one of the many great spots from which to watch the morning sun. 
       If you want to hike further up to the mountain top, walk towards the white shrine archway located uphill. This path 
leads to the ruins of a medieval mountain castle and to the highest point in the Inland Sea, where a festival is held every 
year on September 16th.  (Please see the “Hoshigajo” map and brochure for more information.)

The Twenty Views from Kankakei GorgeThe Twenty Views from Kankakei Gorge
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The highlights of Kankakei Gorge are the 
viewing platform at the summit, the fun 
trail winding around the mountain, and the 
beautiful view of nature.  However, our 
recommendation is that you take the 
exciting ropeway gondola and experience 
the thrill of "walking through the air" at 
Kankakei! We have the best tourism 
facilities on the island with a parking lot, a 
directly managed restaurant with a capacity 
of 600, the "Kaede" Diner, the 
Cafe-Restaurant "Maple," and shops selling 
all of Shodoshima’s outstanding local 
products. We also have a very comfortable 
public restroom, located in the brick-colored 
building at the top of the mountain.
Ropeway Information
From Kountei Station to the summit of 
Kankakei Mountain
Capacity: 40 people
Leaves every 12 minutes (every 6 minutes 
during peak seasons)
Operating Hours: 8:00 - 17:00, open year 
round
TEL: 0879-82-2171
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